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Faux Mission Clay Tiles - Installation Guide

1.  Chalk the first horizontal pan line at 16 ½” from  
the eave. 

2.  Mark the on center spacing for pans at a maximum  
11” along eave line. Install the birdstops along eave  
line between on center spacing for pans.

Pan

3.  Install pans along eave line between birdstops 
by aligning the top edge of the pans with the 
horizontal chalk line marked at 16 1/2” for the eave. 

4. Do not exceed the 11” maximum on-center  
 spacing.  
 

5.  Cut off 3” booster piece along the factory “score”  
line from each booster/starter tile.

6.  Rotate or reverse small booster tile so that factory  
fired edge (or small tapered end) is visible along the 
eave line.   

7.  Align booster tile with the lower exposed edge of the 
pan. Fasten each small booster tile by means of a 
tile nail with a butt hook, wire tie, or code approved 
adhesive method.
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8.  Make a diagonal cut at upper left corner of the 
starter/cover tile to match the diagonal cut of the 
1-Piece “S” Tile or Claylite® field tile being used for 
the second course.

9.  Install the 15” starter/cover tile directly over the 
small booster tiles along the eave line.

10.  Chalk additional course line at maximum 15” 
course spacing from top of starter tiles. 
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Faux Mission Clay Tiles - Installation Guide

1-Piece “S” Tile / Claylite®

11.  Install the 1-Piece “S” Tile or Claylite® tile directly 
over the top edge of the 2-Piece Mission eave 
treatment. Ensure that a minimum 3” headlap is 
maintained.

12.  Proceed with the remainder of the roof installation 
using the 1-Piece “S” or Claylite® field tiles. 
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WARRANTY
U.S. Tile® clay roof tiles come with a Transferable Limited Clay Product Warranty that includes color fade limited 
coverage. Please see our website at WestlakeRoyalRoofing.com for details.

COLOR
Colors depicted may vary from actual colors due to the inherent variations in natural clay products and the limitations 
of the lithographic printing process (or variations in equipment and monitor settings).

The concerned parties should examine actual color samples at both the time of initial color selection and once again 
from the delivered production run prior to roof loading and installation.

In order to avoid unattractive color patterning during the installation of blended colors, the skilled installer should 
periodically view the roof from ground level at the distance of about 50 feet and make any necessary corrections. 
This will help ensure that any “hot spots,” checkerboarding, streaks, or stairstepping in the finished roofscape will 
be avoided. Proper blending can only be achieved as the product is loaded and installed to prevent undesired color 
patterning.
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